Figs 4, 6 and 7 are incorrect. The authors have provided the corrected versions here.
Fig 6. Plots of results using 4 performance measures.
A: The percent of all first P that fall anywhere within the GTM for each tested algorithm and dataset. B: The percent of all first P that fall that fall within the GTM AND within the parafovea for each tested algorithm and dataset. C: The percent of all first P that fall within the GTM AND within the parafovea AND at least 27% of the GTM (by area) lies within the parafovea for each algorithm but for only the Thorpe images. D: The percent of all first P that fall within the GTM AND within the parafovea AND at least 41% of the GTM (by area) lies within the parafovea for each algorithm but only for the Potter images. 
